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PREFACE

I don't "believe'! in,tests. Tests are like carpet tacks; they're not a fit sutiject
for belief or disbelief. For some things4 tests are useful; for other things, you
need carpet tacks. Rarely, however, do yout have to choose between the two. If.
students could learn effectively, without wasting time and effort, and if we
could be certain that they had learned those things that we (or they) wanted
them to learn, I would be perfectly happy if they never took a test, The pur;
pose of measurement is.to (mist the process of instruction. In order to under-
stand that purpose, we do not_need. to look at measurement; we need to look at
instruction. So let's do that.

What I want to examine here is the instt'uc ional process as it exists in class-
rooms. Most folks call that teaching, butosa ormer seventh-grade teacher. I
know better, Teaching encompasses whaj the dictionary defines as an "instruc
tional process in classrooms:! It also involves other things: Parent confer-
ences. Lunch money. Martin punching out Harold at recess. Gum. The vice
principal who smokes cigars in the teachers' cafeteria. These are all wonderrul
things and an integral part of teaching; they are not, however, instruction,
which happens sometime after the pledge to the flag, the loudspeaker
announcements, and sundry other classroom ablutions, but before lunch and
recess jack your kids up into near frenzy. Daniel Lortie, in an excellent and
affordable paperback book called &Iwo/teacher,* says that when teachers are
asked what a good day at school means to them, they usually reply that a day
when they actually, get to clo some teaching is a good day. A bad clay is a day
that is torn apart with constant interruptions.) agree with this iierspective and

am not going to propose testing children three times a day. But I do believe
that testing can be an effecti' e, efficient, and nonthreatening method of gath-
ering information for making instructional decisions about children. In the
following pages, I will present a perspective on measurement and the process
of instruction as well as some clarificatiops and suggestions concerning the
field of measurement.

Jeffrey K. Smith
December 1979 Ruteers University

*Daniel 1 mile., Schoolteacher, Um% ersii} of Cliii..aro f'. s, 1976.



I. INTRODUCTION

Teaching is an ill-defined art. There are aspects _to teaching which, while we
understand them implicitly, are rarely made explicit..An example of one such
aspect is that an agreement exiSts .between the teacher and the.learner that
teaching should take place. This agreement is often stated formally, as in an
apprenticeship: The apprentice agrees to work for the craftsman in return for
the training he/she receives. In classroom teaching at the elementary and sec-
ondary levels, the agreement .is not formal; it is not even 'leered into volun-
tarily by the student. Often it is the task of' the teacher to work at maintaining
this agreement: We' usually think of this as "mptivation," but it can just as

- easily be conceptualized as an agreement between teacher and learner that the
teacher has something worthwhile to teach, and the learner is willing to make
an effort to learn.

Another aspect of teaching not usually considered is that the teacher needs
to know where the student is, on seyeral levels, with respect to the content of
instruction, in order to make decisions on how to proceed. Not only do we
need to know the approximate grade level of a student (in order to find, say,
the right basal reader), but we also need to know if the student is having trou-
ble with some vocabulary.or perhaps with the syntax in a passage. As trained
educators, we can pick up cues on the more inicroFccçic elements needing eval-
uation without resorting to formal procedures. Sometimes, however, our need
for informaion about students requires moving to somewhat more-formal
measures (such as quizzes or worksheets) and sometimes to quite-formal mea-
sures (such as the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability).

Some of' the latitude that teachers'have traditionally possessed, with respect
to the level of formality necessary foF obtaining information on students, has

been removed by local, state, and even federal .autlwrity. Districtwide testing
programs, statewide testing, and federal mandates such as Title I regulations
and Public Law 94-142 have substantially increased the amount of formal
evaluation taking place in classrooms..Organizations such as the Nationak
Educational Association have opposed .this thift. Rather than stating my posi-
tion on this situation at this point, I would prefer to let my view evolve over the,
course of this paper.

Irrespective of one's position, it has become necessary for teachers (>7"
parents) to become increasingly aware of the process of evaluating students'
learning and to become more sophisticated users of formalized evaluative tech-
niques. The purposes of this paper are to increase awareness of and promote
sophistication about the role of measurement in ehe process of' instrttion.
This paper is intended primarily for classroom teachers. It is also intencjed for
thO'se administrators, school board members, reading coordinafols, and
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teacher association members who are involved in the selection of standardized
tbsts. It may also be useful for parents, but that audience is not of direct con-

cern here.
Why this paper and why now? There are literally hundreds of tests-and-mea-

surement publicationsavailable (BurOs, 1978). This one is based on several as-
sumptiOns about the reader that 1 believe make it especially useful for the prac

ticing classroom teacher. The assumptions are that:

1. The reader is an intelligent and dedicrled professional who sees a need for

the continuing education of all professionals, including teachers.

2. The reader is concerned about the testing and other information gathering
that the reader engages in and that tilers mandate him /her to do,

3. The reader .is inherently more int ested in Shakespeare, science demonstr9'-
tions, and toothless smiles on small faces than the standard error of med-..

surement.

4. The reader has a limited amount of time that he/she wishes to devote to

topic.

The sections that follow include discussions of measurement and classroom
instruction, standardized tests and testing terms, and some considerations for
constructing your own tests. The fifth section contaii.s some final thoughts."

2
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11. 'ASiJRElNiENT AND THE
PR CESS OE 1,NSTRUCT1ON

"All the world is a stage" is a particularly useful .concept of life for a play-
wright. As a measurfrment specialist, however, I would rephrase Shakespear
as follows; !

All the world is a

A. Series of evaluations,
13. Multiple-choice test.
C. No. 2 lead pencH.
D. Trick question.
E. None oftthe above

The nonsense above serves well as a caveat for this section: AnyOne looking
for a rationale for the use of measurement in instruction should tr suspicious
of measurement specialists. (Measurement specialists liked taking tests as chil-
dren.) Therefore, do not accept what follows simply because it comes from
measurement specialist; if the arguments are not persuasive, use your jag-
ment as a professional educator. Later, in the discussion of the specifics of
measurement, 1 will occasionally ask you to take my word for something, but
am not going to ask that of yoh now.

Theslature of Instruction

Even in the simplest of settings, instruction is highly complex. Fortunately, for
our purposes here, we do not need to address all the aspects of instruction. We
only heed to look at instruction as it relates to measurement.

To begin, have you ever wondered why it is so much easier to explain some-
thing to someone in person than it is to write the explanadon? In part, of
course, its is easier becadse ode can demonstrate in person and cannot on
paper. Equally important, in a person-to-person situation, the teacher can see
and hear the student's reactionsa nod of the head, a quizzical look, a correct
answer to a question, or the words "I don't understand." The diversity of the
information the student can communicate easily in this one-on-one setting is
impressive:

1. I don't understand that.
2. Could you say that again?
3. Could you give me an example?
4. I already know this, let's move on.

3



5. Could you show me some other way?
6. What does that word mean?
7. Can you relate this to something 1 can understand?
8. Could we go slower (faster)?
9. Let me try it to see if I understand.

10, 1 need some practice to maice iure I can do this,
11. This is the way I learn best.
12. 1 understand.

These questions and statements are not instruction in and of themselves;
they facilitate the process of instruction. If one looks carefully at the list, one
can see that certain statements occur early in the process of instruction (or even
before instruction begins), some occur typically during instruction, and some
at,or near the end ofiinstruction.

From this, we may be able to extract a general principle* concerning instruc
tion: "Throughout the process of instruction, information about the learner
and his /her learning facilitates instruction."A diagram of this principle is pre-
sented in Figure 1. .

Figure 1

Information Concerning Learners and Learning

How do )Pou learn best?
.What do you already know?

-

Do you understand this presentation?
Should we move a little slower?

See if you can do.this.
You need more practice here.

Can you apply this to another content?
It seems we're ready for the next unit.

Pre Pregentat ton
Instruction of Material

1

Review Conclusion
4110.-

of Material of !cistruction

The conceptualization of instruction presented in Figure 1 is a temporal one;

that is, instruction is abstracted as a process with a beginning, middle, and
end but without any content. The point is that the content of Oe instructional
process is somewhat independent of the need for information about the

_

'Contention may be a better word here than prindpie
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learner. Regardless of what one chooses to teach, information about the
learner and his/her learning is helpful.

Gathering Information Informally

Up to this point, the discussion has been limited to a situation with one teacher
and one student..In such a setting, most of the desired information can be
obtained through interpersonal communication. But we are rarely fortunate
enough to.haKe the opportunity to teach:one student at a time. So, as we begin

tO talk about gathering information for purposes of instruction; it would be
useful tosliscuss instruction in the groap, rather than the individual, setting.

In the discussion of the individual setting', all examples of informatiOn gath-
ering were informal. But certain types of infOrmatiOn (concerning such condi-

tions as learning impairment, visual, or hearing difficulty, and aphasia, for
example) are rather difficult to assess without standardized procedures. When
workingwith a group of individuals, the gathering of data solely on tan infor-
mal basis poses self eral problems. Here are four examples:

Some Problems in Gathering Pala Informally on Eiroups of People: The first
problem is inefficiency.lt simply is not possible to assess the progress of 5 or

25 pupils using the same method one would use for a single pupil.
The second problem is inaccurate information. If 8 out of 10 heads nod in

response to a comprehension-type question, it may be concluded that the
group is ready to, proceed when, in fact, several children may not be ready at
all. Several of the nodders may be trying to please the teacher; one may have
misunderstood the question. These possibilities also exist, of course, in a one-

on-,one situation; it's just easier to catch them on an individual basis.
The thirA problem is incomplete d.ata. Time consideratiOns limit the fre-

quency of.informal information gathering and the number of pupils on whom
information can be obtained. For example, if one.were interested in:assessing

multiplication facts, it would be difficult to get a complete assessment that
would allow for pinpointing weaknesses it' it were done on one pupil at a time

for 25 pupils.
The fourth problemthat of biasmay be the most serious of all. The

problem of bias is slightly different from the problem of inaccuracy or error.
Error is simply beini off the mark, sometimes high, other times low, but not
consistent& one or the other. Bias occurs when we err consistently.in one direc-

tion-for example, when we continually believe a student can do things that
he/she, in fact, cannot do or when we consistently sell a student short. It can

occur within groups of students and against individuals. Racism and sexism

are not the only causes of bias; it can occur against "the low reading group,"

9
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the "morning group" (as opposed to the "afternoon group"), or even the
"kids in that corner."

It shotild be remembered that the bias we are talking about is not overt, bla-
tant, discriminatory behavior. This kind of bias has to do with misinterpreta-
tion of subtle commuhications, quite subconscious. The bias can stem from
the best of motivations and may be equally harmful to the pupil whether it
takes a negative or a positiwe direction.

To summarize; (I) There exists a need for information about learners and
their learning in order tO facilitate instruction; (2) the nature of the informa-
tion can be quite diverse; and (3) informal information gathering suffers from
inefficiency, inaccuracy, incompleteness, and bias.

It would be nice to be able to say that all the problems inherent in the infor-
mal process could be solved by more-formal procedures. Unfortun:ately, that
is.not the case. However, some problems can be ameliorated. We.will look at
these more-formal procedures next.

Gathering Information Formally

Formal is an unfortunate word. Formal weddings, formal dinners, and formal
affairs.do-hot sound nearly as interesting as titeir informal counterparts. In the
context of gathering information for evaluative purposes, "formal" simply
means that the information was igathered in a systematic fashipn, following
procedures that have proved to be useful. We don't mean stuffy and rigid, we
do mean not offhand or lackadaisical. In this 'zction, we will be discussing the
gathering of information in a formal fashion, predominantly through the use
,of tests.

The perceptive readei- will have noted that use of the term "test" has been
assiduously avoided up to this point. The reason for this is that _testing is P
loaded concept in American education today. For students, testing is equated
with being ranked and graded; for teachers, testing is equated with account-
ability and loss of classroom time; for the public in general, testing is equated ,
with the stratification of individuals based upon inaccurate and biased esti-

- mates of narrowly defined cognitive abilities. Thus, testing has a bad name,
perhaps deservedly, but bad in any case. Even if this were not the case, testing
should be viewed only from the perspective of its contribution to instruction.
We have, therefore, avoided the term. Now, however, we must begin to use
and define "testing" and some similar terms so that we can be more precise in
the discussion that follows. To begin, there is the concept of evaluation.
"Evaluation" is a very broad term that can be applied to the activities of an art
critic or an auto mechanic. A variety of definitions might be given for evalua-
tion, but 'since we-are using the term in an educational context, we'll use an

6
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educational definition. "Evaluation is the process of whering Wormation
for the purpose of Inaking educational decisions." The word "process" is very
important here. It includes the determination of what, needs to be known, how
the information will be gathered, what importance be, assigned to various
pieces of Wormation, and how the information wi//be used.

The next term we encounter is "measurement." It is far more limited in
scope than evaluation but broader than testing,. "Measurement is the process.
of making a quantitalNe abstraction of a characteristic of an individual or
other object (such as a classroom),"

By "quantitative abstraction" we simp!y mean that a characteristic that ex-
ists in the real world, such as height, hoffle-run hitting ability, or reading abil-
ity, is expressed as a number. The number is an abstraction because it doesn't
carry with it all of the richness of the original characteristic. Height is a Well-
defined characteristic, is easy to measure preci§ely, and does knot lose much
when turned into a number. Home-run hitting ability is more of a problem.
Should it be defined as home runs in a lifetime? The number of home runs per
time at bat? Or the number of home runs per pound of the batsman? Using
these different definitions, we obtain different people as outstanding home-
run hitters.* Once defined however, home-run hitting .ability is easOo
measure.

Reading ability is especially. difficult to measure.. First, it is 'difficult to Ph

define. SeCond, we don't have a universally accepted metric for it (although'
grade equivalent is very popular).. Third, it isn't directly observable. To be
sure, we can observe people readingikloud, but that isn't really what we're
interested in. What we are interested-in is something that exists insicle one's
head (mind, brain). To measure it, we provide tasks that we believe will require
a person to demonstrate the ability we are interested in. It's a rricky business.

To measure mental abilities, characteristics, or states of being, we often
resort to "tests." Our third definition: 'A test is a task or series of tasks wi0
observable results which are combined and used to estimate an ability, charac:
terislic, or slate of being M a person." Tests are usually paper-and-pencil activi-
hes. Of course, this isn't a necessity; a road test for a driver's license is a.gobd
example of a non-paper-and-pencil test. The Stanford Binet is a test; so is a
quiz. The typical task that we present to Students is a question, which testing
people refer to as an "item," since many "questions" do not, in, tAt, have a
question mark after 'them (true-false items, for example).

We'have Spent some time differentiating the terms "evalua0on,'; "measure-
ment," and "test." In providing these definitions, we have gained an appropri-
ate perspective from which to view testing. As teachers, we are not essentially
interested in testing at all! We are interested in evaluation.

*Probably Henry Aaron, Babe Ruth, and Ernie Bank%,

7
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Look again, carefully, at the definitions. If evaluation coda be accom-
plished without measurement or testing, there would be no need for eiiher;

'When informal gathering is sufficient, there is no need to resort to more-
formal procedures. Unfoqunately, informal procedures are, all too fre-
clitently, not sufficient. Recall the four problems concerning informal proce-

dures that were discussed earlier:

I. inefficiency
2. inaccurac.y
3. incompiczen7
4. bias

The question we must ask here is: Can more-formal procedures, such as test-
ing, alleviate the, four problems mentioned above? The answer is: Sometimes.

Let's look at the four issues separatelY.

Inefficiency: Inefficiency seems to be the problem area testing can/help most.
As mentioned previously, it takes \no more time' to assess multiplkation-fact
knowledge for 25 pupils.than it doep for one (atworst, not much)nore time)rA
paper:and-pencil activity can almi:T always be conducted effiyiently in group
settings. Some may argue that the information gained through testing is not
worthwhile and,' therefore, the economy of testing is a false one. We will,
address tttçusefulness of the inforination later; in terms:Of efficiency alone,
testing is a v good proposition except when one is in ihe actual prbcess of

presenting Ina rial to students. The pace and flow of instruction is critical to

classroom I arning; only in unusualgases should this pace be broken by, say, a
classroom quiz. In order to check class progress doring instruction, question-
ing techniques should be employed. However, at the beginning or end of a pre-

sentation, a short quiz that Is not-for-grades (more on this later) is an excellent

and nonthreatening check on,student comprehension. Inefficiency is a prob-

lem that is frequently resolved through testing.

Inaccuracy: Inaccuracy is a tougher problem to overcome than inefficiency.
Measurement People usually deal with inaccuracy under the heading§ of valid-

ity and reliability, which are discussed in the next section. For now, let us con-

sider inaccuracy from a narrower perspective. If a teacher can construct sev-
eral tasks which he/she feels will require the student to use skills or facts being

taught, and if a student resportds propetqy to those tasks, an inference of corn-

petence would stem appropriate. In a one-to-one setting, this can be accom-

plished orally. In'a-group setting, thiS is quite difficult to doiinformally since

one cannot go from pupil to pupil requiring the same set of tasks to be per-
, formed. .

What is often substituted for a thorough one-to-one assessrhent is.an oral

assessment of the class as a whole. This leads to imnroper inferences about

8
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indivV -0 pupils. Simply because:Johnny responded correctly and Mary
nodde . iile Johnny answered does not mean that Mary understooe. The
essential 1..oint here is that what can be accomplished informally on a one-to-
one basis can Ile accomplished formally with a group of pupils if we simply
provide some structure for the process. Asking a pupil several questions orally
and havingWm /her respond orally is not so different 'from asking 20 students
the same qiiestionand having them write their answers. (Interactive tollow-up
can occur in the group setting once the evaluation has been completed.) When
this process is completed, the teadher will know how competent all students are
instead of one. Thus, our information on everypne.rs based on data and not
inferred from smiling faces and nodding heads.

Incompleteness: Testing is very useful in coping with problems.of incomplete
ihforrnation. In developing a unit quiz, for example, a teacher can first outline
all.of the relevant aspects of instruction that he/she wishes to cover (this is dis-
cussed in Section IV). In this way, all students are eXposed to all relevant tasks.
Thus, our information is not only mcire acarate but more comfilete.

Bias: The issue of bias is complex since bias affects various sub-populations'
differently. Here we will compare the bias produced by formal evaluative teCh-
niques .with that produced by informal evaluative techniques. In testing, we
often encounter bias in the way We interpret the results of a test. For example,
.we infer lack of intelligence when, in fact, a low test score may be due to lack
of familiarity with Me culture on which the test is based. nvo students with
identical scores may be quite different in the ability being tested.

Informal evaluation al1Ow4, for the:possibility of ameliorating this bias
through a sensitive modification of the data gathering. That is, one can trace
apparent inabilities to their, causes and, thus, produce results that are less
biased. On the other hand, this may produce even moresbias in the final analy-
sis. because of éxpectation of ability or inabilitji, which is a problem of infor-
mal techniques. Although bias is still considerable and perplexing in formal
procedures, the potential for biaS pro12ab1y looms even larger in informal
assessment (especially when groups of students are under consideration).

Some liteclimmendations for Using Measurement
ts-

Having presented several pages of apologia, for the use of tests, let me now pre-
sent a set of recommendations concerning the testing of students:

1

I . Dpn't use 'tests for grades.

2. Don't have students review for tests.

3. Give students their resillts immediately.

a I-

9
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The key to understanding these statements is this: Learning is what is impor-

. tant; testing is only there tcr help.
Let's examine the three points one at a time.
Have you ever wondered why people love riddles and crossword puzzles and

hate tests? I would contend it has nothing to do with the activity itself but with
its consequences. If grading and testing received a divorce on the grounds of
mutual incompatibility, then maybe people would riot be so averse to taking
tests. Of course, this raises the issue of how to assign grades, which is a "whole
other topic." If you must use tests for grades, then simply use a midterm arid a
final; the use of quizzes or quarterlies is counterproductive. Grades are not
important; learn;ng is important.

This brings us to the second Point. Don't have students review .for tests;
have them review because of tests. That is, let the test results guide you and
your ,sydents in the review of material.

VIA, we should provide students With resuli s immediately. How? Simple.
On short-answer, multiple-choice, or trueVfalse tests, it is easy to have stu-
dents record two copies of their answers. They hand one in and keep the sec-
ond, and the class discusses the test that day or the next. This is important.
Students who have just completed a number of mental tasks need information
about their performance. Problems must be worked out .and misperceptions
cleared up before they are set.

A Model of Measurement and Instruction

These recommendations fit into a general model or framework of instruction
and measurement that can be presented by posing the following series of ques-
tions concerning instruction that measurement can answer:

.Where do we begin? and How do we proceed? Before instru,:tion begins, we
need to know where students are and how we can help them to proceed. There
are a variety of ways to gather the necessary information to answer these two
questions. There are existing records concerning prior performance: teacher
recommendations and comments, grades, and previous test scores.* A teacher
may Llso take an inventory on a student at the beginning of the year, having
the student read aloud, work math problems, and the like, in order to assess
the student's current status. Fitially, the teacher can administer standardized
tests to the class as a whole. It is important to make sure that these tests are
thorough enough to provide useful information for instructional purposes.
(Tests with reliabilities of under .90 rarely meet this criterion.) On what basis

*Previous test scores can be particularly useful if they are presented w the teacher in a useful

. fashion. All too often, test scores arc organized by the teacher's roster of the year before. Stan-
dardized tcst scores should bc reorganized into the current teacher's class. Thk could be accom-
plished by test publishers or scoring services over thc summer.

10
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should the teacher decide to rely on any one of the three 'suggested sources ot'
information? Basically, the leaner should ask, "Do I have enough informa-
tion to plan instruction for this child?." If not, hp informal or formal proce-
dure should be employed. How dn you choose betweep these options? Well,
for how many students do you need additional information? How comfortable
are you with your informal techniques? If you have more than a few students,
or if you alre nOt comfortable vtith informal procedures, then you are probably
better off,with a formal procedure of some type.

Soon after instruction has begun, the third question will arise: How .much
have the students learned so far? A corollary question is: "Ar-e we ready to
move on?" Usually this question can be answered with a quiz (which measure-
ment peOple.oll a "formative test"). One aspect of classroom instroction that
is almost as universal as it is counterproductive is having students study for a
quiz. Let the quiz results guide their study, ndt motivate it.

At the end of the academic grading period, semester, or year, we ask, "How
did we do overall'?" Frequently, there is a contomitant need for assigning
grades. At this point, a final exam or test (what measurement people call a
"summatke test") might be appropriate. I, personally, don't like to see grades
tied to test scores, but I must admit I don't have much in the way of alterna-
tivesnot without engaging in philosophical discussions about the nature and
purpose of American education. At the end of the year, it is often useful, for
systemwide eValuation purposes, to administer a standardized test of some
type. What is often ignored in .school systems is the value of these scores in
planning for the next academic yeat. (See the footnote on p. 10.)

To:summarize the perspective on measurement and instruction presented..
here,.the following statements are appropriate:

h As educators, we are interested in instruction and learning, not in testing
per se.

2. Evaluation is an essential aspect or the instructional process.

3. Tests, as a form of measurement, can be very useful in evaluation. They
have properties that often make them more useful than informal proce-
duro.

4. We shoukl use tests for a clearly identified purpose, and when we do use
tests, we should be certain that testing is the best way to obtain the infor-
mation.

5. Many of the problems of test anxiety arc not attributable to tests but to
the consequences of tests, which can be modified.

Having concluded this discussion of the role of measurement in instruction, we
leave the arena of persuasion and move into those areas more directly concern-
ing technical expertise.

11
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III. UNDERSTANDING STANDARDIZED TESTS

In this section, I will provide you with some assistance in selecting and con-
structing tests. We will look at how to select a standardized test,interpret its
scores, and read through measurement jargon. Then, in the next section, we
will run through some practical steps for test construction.

Selecting a Standardized Test

There are literally thousands of standardized tests available to educators: some
of them are quite good; many of the7t are very poor. The question that occurs
to the practitioner is, "Should I use a standardized test, and if so, which one
should I use?" Actually, there is a question that should arise prior to that one:
"What do I want to measure and why?"

There are two reasons for asking this The first is that it will help
you decide whether you want a standardized te or a locally constructed one
Or an informal procedure). Secpnd, it will ielp you decide which standardized
testayou want, if that should be your choice. But first we need to address the
issue of standardized vs. locally constructed tests.

The classroom ;eacher may say'at this point, "All of these decisions are out
of rity hands." That may be true at the individual classroom level, although
there are hundreds of tests designed specificay.for classroom use and many
administrators would be willing to purchase such tests if a solid argument for
their use could be made. Also, most school drstricts include teacher representa-
tives in test-purchasing decisions. It may well be the case, however, that the
next section is more appropriate for administrators.

AdvaRtages and Disadvantages of Standardized Tests

Although standardized tests have come under akconsiderable a ,ocnt of well-
deserved fire recently, tiny, in fact, have many advantages when compared to
locally constructed tests. Consider the following:

I . They are already written and require po'teacher or staff time for develop-
ment..

2. Most of them were written by professionals and have some evidence of
quality.

3. Most of them yield scoies that you can -compare with those of another
group.

12



Of course, standardized tests have some drawbacks:

1. They cost money.

2. Many of them 'are quite poorly developed and ,have little evidence of
quality.

3. Most of them are not exactly what you had in mind.

4. Many of them provide inappropriate norm groups.

So how should one make a decision? Get help. This is a fairly complex activ-
ity, and a few dollars spent for a consultant (not a publisher's representative)
can make a substantial difference in the utility or' your testing activity. Here
are a few questions you will have to answer:

.

I. How important is it for you to compare your grdup with knorm group?
Norm data help with Title I evaluatiotkor for convincing board members
or the public at laige of school progress. You can't do that with your own
test .

2. How important is it that the test correspond with your curriculum? Very
few standardized tests will match your curriculum as closely as you would
like.

3, How communicable do Ihe 'results need to be? This concern is similar to
the first. If several individuals or groups need to use the results, a test
that is widely kno.Wn has some advantages.

4. How technical or complex is the trait you are measuring? It is difficult
for a local school district .to develop, say, an early-screening device for
learning problems. There are, however, some notable exceptions to this.
(See Naron, 1977.)

Having presented these guidelines, let me reiterate: Get help. Call your local
college or university and ask for some assistance from the faculty. Sdme states
have agenciei that are designed to help school districts. You might also try
your state's department of education.

Before ylertrfinally decide on a standardized instrument, be sure to look up
the test in Buros' Aifental Measurements Yearbooks. 'These reference books
have rigorous and very useful reviews' of almost every test under the sun. A
note on these books: If a test was reviewed in, say, the seventh edition of the
series, it probably won't be included in the eighth edition. Most tests that are
worth buying are reviewed in BLiros. Keep look;ng.* .

*The Mental Measurements Yearbooks have been taken_over 6y the University of Nebraska and
will continue to be pOlished.

1
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What All Those Words Mean

.As you plunge into the world of standardized testing, you are goihg to be inun-
dated with jargon. Though special terms are often useful, some people in the
field are deliberately'obscure for the purpose of glossing over weaknesses. This
is definitely eaveat-emptor time. Below is a nonalphabetical guide to what all
the terms mean.

A. Terms related to different kinds and uses of tests

Standardized Tests: "Standardized" means the same test has been given under
the same conditions to large numbers of people. Just about any test that has
eyer been given to anybody before someone tried to sell it to you is likely to be
called "standardized." That is, the term is used rat* loosely. What it should
refer to is a test that provides some standards or exOctations of performance..
What it usually mcans is that there was a norming group that was given the"
test.* Be wary. Some of the members of the norming groups for, tests you
might use for first graders fought in the Great War. Maktsure the norms are
current and appropriate for the kind of person you wish to test,

Norm-Referenced Tests: The meaning here is pretty simila4 to that of stan-
dardized tests. Basically, a norm-referenced test is one that yields scores that
are interpreted by comparing them with scores earned by other kids 'on the

same test. Telling you that Johnny got a 73 on a test in reading doesn't tell you
much. Telling you that Johnny is in the top 10 percent df all fourth-grade stu-
dents is more informative, if you have a sense of how well students at that level

can read. "Norm-referenced" simply means that score,i can be interpreted b..),
comparing them with scores of Other people.

Criterion-Referenced Tests: In 1963, Robert daser (Glaser, 1963) introduced
the concept of criterion-referenced' tests. His basic idea was that sometimes
you just want to know whether a kid can do something (like learning multipli-
cation tables) or not, and you don't care how well anybody else does on this.
This was a nice bit of insight on Glaser's part. There,is, however, one large
problem ittith criterion-referenced tests: If you don't really care how well
people as a group do on a tqst, it is very hard to assess the quality of the test.
The reasons for this'are not necessarily conceptual. It's just that a criterion-
referenced test requires measurement people to address the issue of reliability

and validity in a new light, and we're still a little blinded by that light. Beware

'A norming group is supposed to be a representative sample of people who are similar to the peo-

ple for whom the test is intended. A fourth-grtide reading test would have as a forming group a

sample of fourth graders drawn from a variety of backgrounds.
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of the person who tells you, "We don't need validity or IT liability on this test;
it's criterion-referenced."

The basic difference between criterion-referenced and norm-referenced tests
has to do with how we use the scores. In norm referencing, we try to under-
stand scores by comparing people according to behaviors or performance.
"Ben is the best bowler in the league," is a norm-referenced statement. For cri-
terion referencing, the score has a meaning related to the test itself, not to how
others did on it. "Ben's average is .185," is a criterion-referenced statement.
The difference is not so much in the tests as in the referencing system. There
are measurement peoPle who contend that the difference is in the tests.
Although they may have a point, I think the crux of the issue is in the reference
system.

A final note: Some people think that criterion-referenced tests have to be
short and /or related to the classroom and /or have a cut-off score, None of
these conditions are necessary, although they may be true of some criterion-
referenced tests.

Mastery Tests: Basically,,a mastery test is a criterion-referenced test that has a
cut sco(e attached to it. That is, if you are above a predetemined level you are
considered to have mastered whatever the test was about. The written test for a
driver's license is an excellent example of this. Usually, however, mastery tests
are used in instruction, which makes the driver's test a little iess illustrative. Of
course, people who fail that test ,.sually continr to study, and people who
pass it burn their copy of Rules of the Road, so it- is instructional in that sense.
If a teacher gave a quiz on niultip:ication tables, and if anyOne getting more
than 90 percent right didn't have to study the tables anymore, then the test
would be a mastery test. More about cut scores later.

Content-Referenced and Domain-Referenced Tests: Any idea that Yields a
glimmer of success in education will tie dutifully extended, expanded, and
elaborated upon until every photon has been accounted for. This is true with
criterion-referenced tests. Content-referenced and domain-referenced tests are
marginally different perspectives on the idea (of crit2rion-referenced tests.
Think of them as one concept, and you will always be within a degree or two of
perfect accuracy.1

ONective ests /Subjective Tests: This sense of ohjecuve means fair and
impartial; it is to be contrasted with subjective. No test is objective; it only
aspires to be.-Tests are considered to be more objective if:

An eNaminee gets the same score from two different graders.

2. The conditions for tests we the same for everyone.

3, The items mean the same thing to all people.

;5
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T1/4he third cliterion is the one we can never really satisfy. People have different
livAs and cognitive processes, and the same stiimuli am easily mean different

to different people. Do not despair over this situation; even though it
n our tests can never be.completely objective, it what keeps us from all
beine, 2alvin Coolidge (that is, the fact that we are all different). Hence, the
price is not too great.

Formative Tests/Summative lists: The difference between formative and
summative tests really lies in how the tests are used. Formative is used, as a
terms, in the same sense as "formative years"; there' is a developmental or
instructional aspect to it. A formative test is one in which the results.are used
to make decisions about the future instruction of the student, A summative
test is used.to make a summary statement about a student (such as giving him/
her a grade). As you can see, it is difficult td'ascertain whether a test is forma-
tive or summative until you know what is io be done with it.. Typically, though,
such tests as final exams, certifying exams, and quizzes used only for grading
tend to be more summative, while diagnostic measures and quizzes used for
instruction are considered formative.

Diagnostic Tests: Diagnostic tests are a special type of formative test. They are
specifically *signed to address a questiom related to a specific aspect of
instrOction, such as "Does this student have visual difficulties?" or "Does this
student need work on letter-sound relations?" The field of diagnostic testing is
quite large and really deserves more 'attention than can be given fiere (see
.Rapapott, Gill, and Schafer, 1968).

-.
Cognitive/Affective/Psychomotor: These three terms are convenient ways to
classify tests according to the- types of things they measure. Cognitive tests
measure people's mental abilities (we'll quibble over aptitude and achievement
later). Psychomotor meaiures involve directed physical action on the part of
the subject in response to the stimulus. Affective measures tap the subject's
attitudes, opinions, and state of mind.

Achievement/Aptitude Tests: Achievement tests are designed to measure pro-
ficiency in subjects a person has been taught Aptitude tests are designed to
allow predictions of future achievement. Now one good way to predict future
achievement is to look at present achieveme t; therefore: many achievement
tests serve well as aptitude tests. Measurement specialists love to argue over
whether there really is such a thing as aptitude. The issue is not in imminent
danger of resolution.

A brief note on the terms related to kinds of measures: A test can be
objective /achievement /formative /criterion-referenced /cognitive /mastery all
at the same time! A spelling quiz with a score that determined whether a stu-
dent had to do more spelling work would fit all of those categories. It is useful

16
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to think of a paiticular test (and usage) and run it through the, list of terms to
see where it firs.

B. Terms related to various kinds of scores

'When you receive a student's results on a standardized test, you are likely to
run into any number of bizarre-looking scores. A little later, we'll talk about
how to interpret them. Here we'll just define them.

Raw Score: Basically, a raw score is the number of items a student gets right.
Some testing organizations use what is called "formula scoring," which sub-
tracts a fraction from the number right for each answer that is guessed wrong:
Rarely es any scoring system penalize guessing to .the point where one
shouldni uess. Usually it is an attempt to neutralize guessing.*

Percent Correct: This is the number of correct answers divided by the total
number of items. This is not at all similar to a centile or percentile.

Percentile Rank /Centile Rank: Thgse words mean the samk. thing. A percentile
rank tells you what percent of the people in the norm group fell below this stu-
dent's scbre. (Por example, a percentile rank of 84 means that 84 percent of the
norming group. fell below the score.) If the student in question isn't re illy a
meniber°of this group (such as a seventh grader being compared with fourth
graders), the percentile is somewhat less meaningful, t

Stanine: Stanine is an abbreviation of "standard nine," and is a score reported
on a scale that is divided into nine segments. Each such score is expressed as a
number from one to nine. k stanine of I means that a student:s score was in

the bottom four percent of the norming group; a 2 means the score wag be-
tween the fifth percentile and the eleventh; a 3 means between twelfth and
twenty-third; a 4 means between twenty-fourth and fortieth; -a 5 means be-
tween forty-first and fifty-ninth; a 6 means between sixtieth and seventy-sixth;
a 7 means between seventy-seventh and eighty-eighth; an 8 means between
eighty-ninth ancininety-sixth; and a 9 means the top four percent.

Standard Score: A standard score is a score that has been converted from an
original raw score, usually by transforming the mean and standard deviation
of the raw score. SAT sc.ores and .IQ scores are good examples of standard.
scores. Because it is easier to work with scores that have been converted, most

This is done by subtracting I /number of options for each wrong answer from total correct
answers.

tit does tell you how the student did compared to fotfrth graders, if that k of interest to you.

17
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test publiffiers derive their own standa0 scores, The problem with standard
scores, however, is that they are meaningless unless the test publisher provides
information on how to interfiret them.

Grade-Equivalent Score: Although this type of scoreikused in many elemen-
tary schools, it has a number of shortcomings. A grade equivalent of 4.5 ilk-
dicates the average performance of a fourth-grade pupil in k-ikfth Month ,of

, school. The main problem with grade equivalents is that there is Iiitle evidence
to suggest that kids march along one month at a time in their aCadernic

development. Furthermore, students' average growth, in general, from third
grade to fourth grade may be much greater than from fourth to fifthbut we
treat it as if it were the same.

Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE): NCEs are a standard score with a mean of
50 and a standard deyiatiorr of 21.06. They were developed to avoid technical
difficulties associoted with grade equivalents and percentile ranks (you can'. t
properly take averages of grade equivalents or percentile ranks). NCEs are
very similar to percentile ranks, although they tend to be more moderate 'at ex-
tremely high and low levels of performance.

C. Terms related to test quality

"Valid and reliable" is a phrase that appears in almost any discussion of
testing. Since these terms frequently involve numbers, it is common for people
to ignore the evidence that a test publisher presents on these issues And just
look for a concluding phrase something like " . . . therefore the validity and
reliability of this measure is well-established." Since that type of activity
makes the shudder, I'm going to present a little longer discussion than usual in
this section and explain what these terms really mean.

Validity: To begir, validity is all we really care about. If a lest is valid, it has to
be reliable.* The reason measurement specialists talk about reliability so much
is that it is easier to calculate. Simply speaking, a test is valid if it measures
what you want 1110 measure. As is trne with so many of' our other testing con-,
cepts, the validity of a test depends upon how it is used. Technically, it is more
proper to talk about the validity of a particular application of the test than of
the validity of the test itself. This borders on pedantry, so we'll go along with
convention and talk about "the validity of a test."

Validity is often confused with the evidence of validity. A tail could have no
validity evidence at all and still be the most valid test ever constructed. It's
sirnilat to guilt in a criminal proceeding. The guilt or innocence of a person ex-

*It's like the relationship of "antique" to "oki."
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ists regardless of the evidence the DA can muster. As the evidence builds up,
the jury becomes more and more certain of the guilt of the suspect. However, a

person could be guilty of something and there could be little or no evidence of
it. When validity evidence is presented in a test's technical manual, it should be
viewed as an arg-tment for thevalidity of the test. The evidence has to be

weighed and a judgment rendered.
There is one important difference betwo...n guilt and validity. Guilt is often .

viewed as a dichotomous leither-or) situation, whereas validity exists on more.
of a continuum. That is, it is reasonable to talk about test X being more valid'
than test Y for a particular use. Let's look at some of the types of evidence that
people present fOr validity. The most common type of validity evidence con- IP'

sists of correlating the test in question with another, well:established test that .
purports to measure the same thing. Sometimes, instead of using another test,
people use grades or teacher ratings or some other index. Whenever we com-
pare a test with another measure in this fashion, it is called concurrent or

sometimes, criterionl-related validity.
A second type of validity has to do with the nature of the questions on the

test. In essence, we are asking, ."Are these items a reasonable subset of the
total pool of items that might be used to measure this trait?" If the answer is
"yes," we are establishing what is called content validity.

A third t5;pe of validity addresses the question, "Does this test represent a
reasonable way to conceptualize the trait we are trying to measure?" This is a
little trickier to understand than the other two. For example, we could look at
the Stanford-Binet IQ Scales ahd ask, "Is this what we'mean by intelligence?"
This type bf validity is called construct validity. lt is determined through the
accumulation of research and development of theory in an area ahd is diffi-
cult to determine in a single study.

In presenting validity evidence, test authors are likely to present a lot of sta.:
tistics that are difficult for the average educator to comprehend. Should you
find this to be the case, 1 have two suggestions:

t. Get. help.

2. Read Buros.

ReliabiIity: Reliability is easier to talk about than validity. Reliability is a way

to assess the accuracy of a measure. The simplest way w explain reliability is to
imagine giving a test twice, about 10 days apart..The reliability coefficient
would be an index of how similar the results are in the two administrations (it
is actually the correlation between the two sets of scores). If you are using a
test to make decisions about individual students (instead of, say, for program
evaluation), the reliability coefficient should be above .90, and it would be
much befter if it were above .94. Many tests that are sold for individual testing
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do not evenapproach these standards. Why should the reliability 'be so high?
Because if t is lower, there is far too much chance for error in a student's
score. I will,explain more about, this under "standard .error of meas_urement."
A few final words on reliability: There are different ways to nreasure retiahility
(some of which only involve a single administration of the test). Some of the,
more modekn approaches to test accuracy do not use reliability coefficients for
a test as a whole but do provide standard errors of measurement for every pos-
sible score;(this is the case with the increasingly popular Rasch Model). This is
fine; in fact, it's superior to a single reliability index. Remember, all tests
should provide some index of score accuracy.

Standard error of measurement: AlthOugh fliQst test publishers and measure-
ment stiecialists focus on the idea of rliability, it is really the standard error of
measrement (SEM) that is of concern to test tigers. The SEM tells us juSt how

f far-away from the truth the student's score might be. Error here does not mean
mistake; it means uncertainty. If we could give a test to a student a thousand
times and take his/her average score, we would have a good guess at his/her
"true" score on this test. But since we usually give a test only once, we need an
index of how far from typical performance this particular score might be for
this student. If we take the SEM, double it, and add it to the student's score, it
will tell us how far off on the low side our observed score might be. If we then
subtract twice the SEM from the student'S score, this will tell us how far off on
the high side we might be. We can be about 95 percent sure that a student's
true score will be in this range.* ,

We mentioned before that one should look for reliabilities of .90 and above.
Actually, a better procedurq is to find the SEM and :lien multiply it by four.
This will tell you the range, of possible scores that you will encounter ( + 2 and

2) for each student. For example, some standardized reading tests have
SEMs of .7 grade-equivalent years. Multiplying by 4, we get a range of almost
3 grade-equivalent years. Using this SEM, an estimated grade equivalent of 3.6
might be as high as 5.0 or as low as 2.2. Clearly, this is unacceptable for mak-
ing instructional decisions about students.

Some tests give one SEM for the test as a whole; others give a different SEM
for each possible score, smaller toward the middle scores and larger toward the
extreme scores. This latter procedure is generally preferable, since it is a better
reflection of the reality of the situation. It is critical for you, the test user, to be
sure that the range given by four times the SEM yields a measure that is accu-
rate enough for you.

*This isn't a very precise description of the procedure, but it's close enough for most purposes.
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What Do 1 Do With the Results?

In some respects, if yoti are asking this question you 'probably shouldn't be
testing in the first place. That is, when you are testing you should know in ad-

vance wbat information you are lookhig for and how (in what form) you are
going,to receive it. In order to accomplish this, first read the'teacher's manual
if one comes with the test. It was probably written with" someone like you in

mind. If the manal isn't clear, cal) or write the test publisher or author. Don't

be afraid to question what is in the manual. There are no magic scores in the
field of measurement. /1.Ithough 'some test scores need 'to be interpreted In
combination with others, there are few, if any, scores that cannot be inter-'

preted by a reasonably intelligent, experienced educator.
The computer printout you receive may be difficult .t.o decipher, so make.

\sure you read any accompanying materiarcarefully. If your 'printout is impo--

sible to read, complain to the publishers. They will help you .understand the
peintout and may change future vertns if they receive,enough complaints.

You might also get some help from your school's test coordi)tator or the
publisher's representative. Yo'u should expect d test salesperson or publisher to

be able to explain clearly what you are getting and 11,ow to use it.If you can't

get a sufficiently rlear explanation, don't use thg, test. To summarize, three

points:

I. Know what you're getting befol'e you get it.

2. Read the manual or printout thoroughly.

3. If necessary, get an explanation from the people who soldyou the test in

the first place.

Now on to some suggestions for developing your own.tets.
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-IV. DEVELOPING CLASSROOM TESTS

.-If you Can't .find a standardized test that is appropriate for your needs, you
may want to develop your own test. There are a variety of excellent texts that
can provide suggestions on haw to do this (see Thorndike & Hagen, 1977;
Oronlimd, 1976; gloom, Hastings, & Madaus, 1971; Wick, 1973).

In this section, I want to briefly outline one approach that I have found to
be particularbi useful. If this metliod-doesn't seem useful to you, you might
consult one of the works listed. 4

There is hothing magic abotjt What follows: It can be foun d in some forni in
most texts. I am presenting it here because if I have gotten you to.stay with me
this far, you may profit frOm these ideas even though you may have run across
them before.

This is the rationale for what is presented here: You have to know what you
put into a test in order to understand what you get out of it. Teachers need t.o.
6e very careful about the design of a test in order to have confAnce in the
results.

In order to present these- ideas, )t might be helpful ,to use an example. We
begin with.a need for inforination abou ow our students are learning. (If we
don't need infprmation, We don't ne ist!) Let's say that we have been
teaching,a sodal studies uvit on different levels of government for three or
four weeks, and there is one more week allocated for instruction in this area. It
occurs to us that this last week of insfyuction would be most profitable if we
had a good idea of which students already comprehended what material. In
essence, we have answered the first question in developing a test: Is this test
necessary?

This qtiestion might be expanded t : Whaf do I want to get oult of this test?
The more Drecisely4his.question ca be answered, the easier the rest becomes
and the!inorec:useCul, tbr test will be. This is worth focusing on a little more'
closely. EarlOr, we Mid, we wanted a "good idea of which students already
comprehend what tnateril..," Bui what does this mean? We need a method for
spedifying the information we want from our test. One way to do this is to use
a content-behavior m'atrix. A detailed'discussion on developing such a matrix
can be found in Bloom, Hastings, and Mac:Sus (1971). The essential idea,of a
conteint-behaviOr matrix is to separate what we want students to be able to do
(behavior) from the material or subject matter we want them to do it with
(content). For instance, with respect to the social studies unit we might be in-
terested in the following behaviors:

22

1. Defining terms

2. Understanding the relationships among various elective offices
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3. Applying the concept of checks end balances

These might be the content areas we are interested in:

.1. City/municipal government

2. County government

3. State government

4. Federal government

Now, all these behaviors may not, be related to all the content areas, but if we
construct a matrix, all the possibilities will be apparent, and:we can examine
them to see which are important to us.

This has oeen done in Figure 2.

.Figure 2

Content-Behavior Matrix

Defining terms

Understanding relationsbips

Applying'checks and balances

City County , Stale Federal

X
.05

X
.05

X .05 X .05

X .10
X.25

a .g
X.1() X.10

There are 12 cells in .Figure 2, and an analysis of the combination of content
and behavior has suggested that nine of these cells are important for our test.
We decided that at the county level we were only interested in terms, and thiir
applying checks and balances at the city tevel was of little interest. However,
not all of these cells are .equally important. It may be that we.are primarily
interested in our itudents' understanding of the relatiOnships among elected
offices at the state and federal levels. We might assign 25 percent of the test to
each of thee categories (50 percent of the total).Then we might decide that
terms are worth 5 percent each (20 percent of the total). Of the remaining three
cells, we mig,:it decide to allocate 10 percen1 to each. This a,ccounts for 100 per-
cent of our test. .

these decisions are somewh,c, arbitrary. What tLis activity of assigning
weights to various aspects of a test requires is that a teacher specify and quan-
tify what is important to hig/her instruction. It is clear :hat this matrix
approach does result in a fairly precise statement of what- will be obtained
from the test.

At this point, we are ready for the second ques/tion: What kinds of items
should I use? My answer here is simple. lultiP17oice and short-answer.N
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Occasionally, I hear a good argument for essay questions. Frequently, I hear
a bad argument for essay questions. The bad argument has to' do with getting
students to organize thoughts and communicate them tlearly. I am all fot
teaching students to do thi's. I am so much in favor of teaching this skill that I
don't think it should be used as a means of measuring something else, In .this
example, organiitg and communicating thought was not listed as something
we were interested in. If we are interested in this skill, we should state that ex-
plicitly, and more important, we should teach stu'denis tow to do it. Then, we
'can test it.

The good argument for using essay questions is the same as the bad argu-
. ment. The only difference is that in the good argoment, we state eXplichly that

we are interested in the skills,^and we address them in instruction.
Two other types of questions are possible: matching, which I don'i care for

much; and true-false, I'm which I won't even listen to arguments. (Haft' of the
people who don't know the answer to a true-false item get it right anyway.)
Matching items are good for tying capitals to states, exports to countries, and
inventors to irlventions..These may be 'worthwhile, but I can't seem to get ex-
cited about them.

This leaves us with Multiple-choice and short-answer items. Short-answer is
a good item type because it all but eliminates guessing as a factor. Linforttth-
ately, it is often hard to measure.a good range of abilities with short-answer
items. Also, scdring can occasionally be ambiguous.

Multiple-choice items have many advantages: Scoring is quite simple and
completely objective (in that two people.will score the test the same .way); a
broad range of abilities can be tapped; and the item format is widely used and
generally understood by nrost students. It has, however, two substantial draw-
backs. The first is that it is possible to guess the correct answer. One can never
be' certain that a correct responsg indicates competence on the question. The
second problem is that we cannot tap production, but dnly recognition of, cor-
rect responses. Therefore, a mixture of short-answer and multiple-choice items
is usually a useful format. -

Having decided upon item format, the next question is: How many items?
The answer here is usually dictated by practical terms. How m.uch time is
available? About one minute per item is usually a good amount of time to
allot. Let's say that we decide to ,use 30 itemcfor our example. In order to
decide how many items to write for each cell, we simply need to multiply the
proportional weight of each cell (Figure 2) by 30, the number of items we need.
Often this will involve some rounding. Ddn't worry if you end up with 38 or 33
items instead of 30; what is important is that the final distribution of items
among cells is the way You wanted it to be. For example, in our government
test we would have three items (30 x .10) on "Understanding relationships/
City" and 'seven or eight (30 x .25) on "Understanding relationships/State (see
Figure 2).
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We have reached the next-to.last question: How do I write items? The
answer to this question is worth a bobk. I recommend Gronlund (1973) or
whatever good introductory measurement text is available to you. The issue of
item writing is too important to receive a cursory examination. Let me make
one suggestion: strive for clarity. If a student knows what you want him /her to
know on a particular item, your goal should be to make it impossible forthat
student to get the item wrong. Conversely, you should try to make it impossi-

ble for a student who doesn't know.the content of an item to get the right
answer. To me, the first goal is paramount. For more information, invest sofne
time in reading about item writing; it will be well worth it.

'Once the items are written, putting the test together and Idministering it is a
fairly straightforward activity. One suggestion here: Have students make two
copies of their answers. They can turn one copy in after completing the test,

, and when all students have finished, you can go owr the test with them imme-
diately while their responses are still fresh it: their mi

The final question is: What do I do with tht r?ctilt "r1 answer,this, we need
.to return to the need for the test. Recall that we had t :e week of instruction
left and were looking for the most profitable way to spend it. To begin our
analysis of the test results, we might ask: What does the entire class seem to
need help with? Are there any questions, or cells, that most students did not
perform well on? A good way to investigate this is to organize all of the ques-
tions by cell and then list them across the top of a sheet of paper. Next, arrange
the- students' scores from the highest to the lowest. List their names down the
side of the paper. This will create a matrix as in Figure 3 on page 26. Now
mark an "X" in each cell where a student missed an item. This is simple to do
and allows for a quick inspection of performance on a cell-by-cell or item-by-

item basis.
Having determined the strengths and weaknesses of the class, you camnow

do a student-by-student analysis. Perhaps students can be put into groups ac-
cording to common difficulties (for -example, six students may have had trou-
ble with federal checks and balances; they might work together). In general,
this kind of analysis allows for statements about:

1.. Needs of the class as a whole.

2. Needs of groups of students.

3. Needs of individual students.

2 9
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Figure 3

Analysis of Test Results

Teems
CHI

1 2
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3 4

X X

X

X X
X X
X X

X X

Terms Terms RibinoinhIp RiIii. nshlps
Simla Federal City Node

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

X X

X X X
X X

X X X

X X

X X
X X X,,XX

X X X X X

X X XXX -XX
X X X

RelailimshIps
Federal

15 16 17 18 19 ...

By examining the pattern of incorrect responses on this partial class dia-
gram, we can make the following conclusions about instruction:

1, Most Of the class could use some review of understanding the relation-
ships among elected city offices (items 9-11).

2. ,A group of students need help with county terms (items 3, 4).

3. Item 13 may he poorly writtev. Students had much more trouble with it
than 12 or 14, which measure the same cell,

4. Kevin has the terms down but has trouble with relationships among

,.elected officials.

5. There are obviously other conclusions that can be made from these data.

We began with a need to know how to proceed with instruction. We con-
cluded with statements that will help us do just that. If this seems neater and
tighter than most measurement activities, it is no: just happenstance. Useful-
ness should Pe a goal, not a fortuitous outcotile.*

*Some needs do not 4ead to such nice turnarounds, hut they are still important; for example, the

need for program evaluation, districtwide assessment of student progress, and so on. Here the

payoff is not quite so rapid and direct as with classroom instruction. The data provide answers to
questions such as "Should we change the Title I curriculum?" "Has Centerville solved its bilin-
gual education problem?" We should recognire that these, too, are decisions that require data

even though test results may not lead to such clear and immediate benefit to the tet t takers.
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.Note that grading students as a result of the test scores was not mentioned.
It is a d.ifferent issue. If the test scorgs are used for grades, we introduce a host
of new elements into what was previously an uncomillicated procedure. Now
we have competition, anxiety, stress, and resentment. This is great for training
advertising executives, but it's a poor way to teach social studies.

A suggestion before leaving this aria: Some of the educators I encounter feel
'they know their students so well that they could fill in rhe X's in Figure 3 with-
out giving the test. Even if you aren't that confident, try doing just that some
time. If you are about to give a test, make a chart like the one in Figure 3 and
guess what the results will be (perhaps by using O's instead of X's), When the
results come in, put in the X's and check your accuracy. The differences be-
tween the X's and the O's are an indication of how much more useful the for-
mal procedure was than informal 'sneculat ion.

Finally, writing your own test takcs time; time that could be spent on other
aCtivities. Is writing a test worth the time? is always a consideration. My sug-
gestion is ta try tile proced ientioned in this charter once or twice, and
then you'll know what the answ r should be in your case.
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V. SOME FINAL THOUGHTS

In closing, I would like io reiterate what I believe to be the more salient ideas
presented in this discussion....

I. The purpose of measurement (and therefore testing) is to facilitate the
instructional process: The utility of any testing activity ought to be clear

and demonstrable.

2. Testing is a useful way to gather information to facilitate instruction,
especially with groupS.of students. That is, I am contending that you can

use testing effectively to assist instruction (as contrasted with point (1)

which contended that it ough to do this whenever it is used).

3. The negative aspect of Pesti g, from the student's perspective, is largely a

844ition of the consequences of testing rather than the activity itself.

4. Educators ought to be assertive (even 'aggressive), knowledgeable con;

sumers of standardized tests. Read Buros, consult a measurement spe-
cialist, and talk to the publisher's representative until you are certain that

you understand what you will be getting out of the test you buy.

5. There are a bundle of measurement .terms, but they aren't too hard to
'undersiand.

6. Constructing your own classroom tests is a straightforward procedure
that can be quite useful in histruction if you plan your construction well.
Know what you are getting out of a test by knowing what you put into it.

I began this paper by stating that I don't "believe" in tests. What I do

believe in is informed decision making by teachers. This always requires infor-
mationsometimes best acquired by testing. If the consequences of testing are

not threatening, the testing activity loses much of,its oppressive connotation.

Don't take this on faith. Try it.
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